MINING & DRILLING PRODUCTS

EDGE LOCK OVERSHOT
Safety is first with Di-Corp’s overshot locking system. No need to
remember to stop and lock the inner tube assembly in place, gravity
automatically does it for you! Available in both standard or rolling
styles.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
The Edge Lock Overshot eliminates the need to manually lock in the
head, no fingers at risk and no need to remember. As soon as you start
to raise the overshot the weight of the head pulls the lifting dogs into
the locked position. The head remains “locked in” until the weight is
removed and you manually compress the lifting dogs to release.
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NOT LOCKED
1. Mechanism in upper position
2. Spearhead point not engaged
by lifting dogs
LOCKED
3. Weight of inner tube
automatically moves
mechanism into the locked
position
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LOCKED!

NOT LOCKED
4. Inner tube safely lowered
5. Weight removed and lock
moved to upper position
6. Compressing the lifting dogs
at the top releases the inner
tube

EDGE LOCK OVERSHOT
RELEASING THE EDGE LOCK OVERSHOT
Option 1 : Down the Hole

Option 2 : Top of the Drill String

1. Hoist the inner tube over the drill string
using the Edge Lock Overshot and lower the
assembly down the rod string - as soon as there
is weight on the overshot, the lifting dogs are
locked!

1. Place the loading funnel in the top of drill string
to protect rod threads

2. When contact is made with the water table the
weight of the inner tube is removed
3. The water pushes the inner tube assembly
upwards, causing the top of the latch retraction
case to make contact with the overshot head
4. This results in the spearhead point being
pushed upwards forcing the lifting dogs to
travel down its bevel
5. As the upper end of the lifting dogs move
inwards, the locking sleeve is allowed to slide
down to lock the lifting dogs open for releasing
the inner tube assembly

2. Hoist the inner tube over the drill string using
the Edge Lock Overshot - as soon as there is
weight on the overshot, the lifting dogs are
locked!
3. Lower the assembly until the overshot locking
mechanism is just above the top of loading
funnel
4. Insert the loading fork into the space provided
(shown below) - the overshot will now move to
the unlocked position
5. Compress the lifting dogs to release the inner
tube assembly down the hole

unlocked position
sleeve slides down to hold dogs open for release

locked position

6. Retrieve the overshot and pump the inner tube
assembly into position for drilling
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load bearing pin

lifting dog
loading fork

loading funnel

